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1 Introduction 

The following progress report provides a detailed review of the outcomes of this project and the 
broader implications for improvements across the industry. On May 2006 the final review of 
progress with the implementation of the risk controls recommended in Milestone 2 was 
conducted, as required of the 4th Milestone of this PIP industry ergonomic project for Stanbroke 
Beef. 

 

2 Objectives of Milestone 4 

The objectives of Milestone 4 were to: 

1. Prepare this final report and evaluation of the project outcomes 

2. Describe and evaluate the risk controls that have been implemented 

3. describe any training methods or materials that could be transferred to industry training 
resources 

4. Present any OHS data and feedback from employees that provides a measure or indication of 
the impact of the change introduced  

 

3 Achievements of the project 

A detailed description of the current status and plans for further improvement for each of the jobs 
assessed in this project has been provided as attachment 1 of this report. 

In general, it is apparent that Stanbroke Beef has taken the recommendations of this project on 
board and has endeavoured to implement a number of changes to work processes. 

The majority of improvements recommended in this project have been design based and 
engineering changes are required to enable employees to improve postures and movements and 
reduce levels and frequency of force exertion. Accordingly, since receiving the recommendations 
report in early march 2006, Stanbroke Beef has implemented several of these design changes. 
However, the majority of these improvements involve relatively complex or extensive engineering 
changes and, while not implemented at the time of the final review, the majority of these 
engineering changes are being developed with a plan to progressively implement them over the 
next 8 months (including the end of year shut down period when most larger scale engineering 
changes would be installed). 

It will not be possible to fully evaluate the outcomes of this project until all changes that are to be 
put in place have been fully implemented.  

Accordingly, to report on the outcomes of this project at this relatively early stae of 
implementation, four categories of implementation have been identified. All of the 
recommendations of this report have been assigned to the category that best describes the 
current status of implementation or the plan for implementation. These categories are: 

 

 Changes implemented to date 

 Changes under development or construction 

 Changes to be implemented, but may vary from the original recommendations 

 Changes not likely to be developed and implemented by Stanbroke due to their high level 
of complexity and development cost 
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Some jobs have been included in more than one category to reflect the status of the different 
types of recommendations made for that job. 

 

3.1 Changes implemented to date 

The changes made to dare include: 

 Pushing carcases – 1 chiller modifier to date 

 Cryovac packing – a strut has been attached to the gate in the conveyor to make it easier 
to lift up for access and egress 

 Rodding – rod steriliser has been moved closer 

 Floor person – trolley modifications 

 Gut room – all jobs in this room are to be modified, changes have commenced 

 

3.2 Changes under development or construction 

The jobs for which changes are being constructed or the designs finalised but are expected to be 
implemented. Accordingly, the changes that are to be implemented in this category include rotations 
between jobs where this has been previously recommended as well as engineering based changes. 

 Quartering carcases 

 Pushing carcases- other chillers to be modified 

 Bolars testing of individual height adjustable platforms 

 Blades – rotation to be established 

 Brisket – rotation to be established 

 Chucks - rotation to be established 

 Cube roll - rotation to be established 

 Striploins - rotation to be established 

 Trim sorting - rotation to be established 

 Lidding – this is job to be automated  

 Cryovac packing – the rollers to make it easier to push the boxes onto the conveyor 

 Re inspection, lidding & strapping – modification to roller conveyor height and lid storage 

 Evisceration- new platform for the first position and means of raising the carcase up for 
the final stage of evisceration 

 Offal room – hook guards to be implemented 

 Gut room – change to all jobs to be completed 

 Loading plate freezer – automated system to be installed (long term). Alternative loading / 
unloading system to be used (short term) 
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3.3 Changes to be implemented but may vary from the original recommendations 

A number of recommended improvements have proven difficult or very costly to implement. 

For changes that have been found to be very costly, Stanbroke Beef is seeking to create 
alternative changes to achieve an improvement but at lower cost. This type of improvement 
includes:  

- loading pallets 

 

3.4 Changes not likely to be developed and implemented by Stanbroke 

A final group of changes that are either too complex or too costly for Stanbroke to develop but 
have implications for development and testing to create a standardized improvement that may 
benefit the whole industry are: 

- Aitch boning 

- Top sides 

- Rodding 

- 1st leg 

- 2nd leg 

- Loading containers 

 

 

4 Implications for the Meat Processing industry 

At this relatively early stage of implementation there are not many outcomes to highlight with 
regard to the broader benefits that may be applied across the industry. That is , at this stage 
there are no work process solutions or training materials to disseminate. 

However, Stanbroke Beef has demonstrated a high level of commitment to the implementation of 
changes to create work process and manual handling injury risk control improvements, 
particularly when compared to previous RIMS Plant Initiated projects where the level of uptake of 
changes has varied considerably. 

It is likely that in 6 to 8 months, once changes have been implemented and utilized for a period of 
time that a review of the outcomes of this project will provide a range of strategies relevant to the 
industry.  

In addition, this project has highlighted and quantified the jobs with the highest physical work 
demands and defined both broad and specific recommendations for improvement. That is, this 
project and the methodology used be RIMS to conduct a detailed task analysis and assessment 
of the physical work demands, appears to provide a practical diagnosis of the peak areas and 
jobs requiring improvement. This information can then be used to set priorities and clear direction 
for intervention as well as creating standards for the improvements that are to be finalized and 
implemented. 

The main limitation of this project method would appear to be the time frame that is required to 
develop and implement engineering based changes, where a realistic time frame is likely to be 
12 months and even then this time frame would be based on the follow up a committed 
employer. 
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With regards to the evaluation of outcomes, currently injury data at Stanbroke Beef is collected at 
broad (process) level. While injury rates at Stanbroke are currently relatively low, the data that is 
collected is not isolated to the job level. Accordingly data is evaluated at a whole of process level, 
such as production, boning and packing, and the capacity to evaluate OHS outcomes at a job 
level may prove to be difficult. 

It is expected that comment and feedback from those who perform and manage the targeted 
work processes will provide an effect means of evaluation of the changes introduces as a result 
of this project. The reassessment of jobs using the same assessment method used by RIMS 
would provide an objective evaluation where it would be expected that changes introduced would 
have improved postures, movements, force exertion and exposures to repetitive or sustained 
work. 

It is recommended that a more formal evaluation of this project occur early in 2007b and that all 
changes relative to the original RIMS recommendations be assessed. Where relevant, changes 
that have implications for improvements across the industry should be described so this 
information can then be disseminated.  

 

 

 

5 Concluding comments 

With milestone 4 now complete, this project has now concluded. However, Stanbroke Beef will 
continue to implement the changes described in this, and previous reports. Stanbroke Beef has 
indicated a very positive response to the recommended changes as well as the possibility of 
being a participant in any future industry based projects that target specific jobs or sections within 
a process (for those jobs for which it may not be practicable for them to address at this time). 
Given Standbrokes active participation in this project, I would expect that they would be a 
welcome and active member in any broader industry based or syndicated projects.  
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6 Appendix 
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